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ABSTRACT 
The graph of a complex m-by-n matrix A is the range of [I ATIT in Cmfn. We 
find explicit formulae for the distance between the graphs of two m-by-n matrices 
with respect to two classes of metrics on the set of subspaces of Cmfn. The 
singular values of the contraction g(A, B) = (Z+A*A)-““(Z+A*B)(Z+Z3*Z3)-1~z 
play a key role. We study transformations that preserve various distances between 
graphs, and we give some inequalities between different distance functions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For positive integers m and n, denote the set of complex m-by-n matrices 
by M,,, (with Mn = M,,,), and denote the n-by-n identity matrix by I,. 
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The graph of a given A E Mm,, is the range of the matrix 
In the following, we shall always have A, B E Mm,,, and we denote the 
graph of A by 
l?(A) = Range(G(A)). (2) 
The general problem is to compute a distance between the graphs of 
two given matrices A and B, and we have in mind two natural classes of 
metrics on the set of subspaces of Clm+n. Both involve matrix singular 
values (see Chapter 7 of [6] and Chapter 3 of [7]), which we denote for a 
given X E M?,, by 
al(X) 2 ’ t 2 gmi*~{r.s}(X) 2 o*nin{r,s}+l(X) = . = O. 
The largest singular value al(X) is equal to the spectral norm of X, which 
is the operator norm of X : C:” ----f C:’ induced by the Euclidean norms on 
C:” and V. 
2. SPHERICAL DISTANCE 
Let c:” have the usual Euclidean inner product ((2, y) = y*z) and norm 
(]]z]]z = &%), and define the E UC 1 l’d ean distance from a given 5 E (I? to 
a nonempty set S c 42:” by 
dz(z, S) = inf{]]n: - y]]~ : y E S}. 
Let HI and Hz denote two subspaces of ck, and let Sr and S2 denote 
their respective unit spheres. The spherical distance between HI and 
Hz is 
(3) 
see Section 13.2 of [5], where the distance function (3) is called the spherical 
gap and is shown to be a metric with respect to which the metric space of 
subspaces of a:‘” is compact and connected. 
Suppose dim HI = n1 and dim Hz = n2, and let Ur E Mk,,,, Uz E 
Mk,nn have orthonormal columns that span HI and H2, respectively. 
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2 - 2 min max Re(Ur<, U277) 
tea”” ?7EC:“2 
IlEllz=l 11~1112=~ 
2 - 2 min max ReWUrE, V) EEC”’ llIEC”2 
lIElIz= lIdl2=~ 
2 - 2 ,p& II~z*~l~Il2 = 2[1 - ~n,(U;Ul)]. 
llEli=l 
R.eversing the roles of HI and Hz gives 
~e$dz(y, &)I2 = 2[l - an,(u;U2)1 
= 2[1 - an,(Uz*U*)]. 
These formulae give us the main result in the following lemma: 
LEWVA 1. Let HI and H2 be subspaces of 42:” with respective dimen- 
a_IL”lba ‘“1 and Yti.2. &,lv?C n. Let CTi E n/r. ‘“~Ic,111 n.nJ TL g AK. hnnnn nir+hnml,-nl IOlbLL “2 ‘“Lk IL2 ,bU”G “I C,‘“,‘“, ,,!,uI‘ 
columns that span HI and Ha, respectively. Then 
ds,,t, (HI, Hz) = al - ~max{nl.np} WUl)l. 
In. particular, the spherical distance between HI and Hz is 
(4) 
(a) always between 0 and fi, 
(b) equal to & whenever nl + 122, and 
(c) equal to 0 if and only if HI = Ha. 
Proof. The formula (4) has been proved, and (a) follows from submul- 
tiplicativity of the spectral norm: 
~“,ax{nI,nz}ww I aWU1) I m(~,“)m(~1) = 1. (5) 
If nl # n2 then o.max{nI,nz}(U2fU1) = 0, since only the first min{nr, n2} 
singular values of an n2 -by-n1 matrix can be nonzero. The assertion in (c) 
follows from (b) and the next result. W 
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LEMMA 2. Let k > n, and suppose Ur, UZ E Mk,n have orthonormal 
columns. The following are equivalent: 
(a) The ranges of UI and Uz are the same. 
(b) There is a unitary V E Mn such that U1 = UzV. 
(c) r&(U2*U1) = 1. 
Proof. The equivalence of (a) and (b) and the fact that (b) implies (c) 
are easy. If there is a unit vector v E (IF such that Ulv is not in the range 
of U2, then 
an(Uz*U1) = ,,zi,;ltl //U,‘U142 I //U,‘U174l2 < 13 
so (c) implies (a). 
Now suppose that k = m + n and HI is the graph of A. A matrix with 
orthonormal columns that span the graph of A is easily computed as a 
factor in the polar decomposition of G(A): 
G(A) = U(G(A)P(G(A))> 
where UMA)) E Mm+n,n has orthonormal columns and 
P(G(A)) = [G(A)*G(A)]“2 = (I + A*A)1’2 E Mn 
is positive definite (see Chapter 7 of [S]). Thus, 
(6) U@(A)) = S(-W’WW1 = ;;I++A;eA;;:::, 
1 
UP(B)) = WV(W))-’ = 
(I + B’B)-l/2 1 B(l + B*B)_‘/2 (7) 
and 
Now compute the product required to evaluate (4): 
= (I + A*A)-1/2(1 + B*B)-1/2 + (I + A*A)-li2A*B(I + B*B)-1’2 
= (I + A*A)-1’2 (I + A*B) (I + B*B)-1’2, (8) 
and define 
g(A, B) E+ (I + A*A)-1’2(1 + A*B)(I + B*B)-1’2 E Mn. (9) 
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Notice that g(B, A) = g(A, B)‘, so all the singular values of g(A, B) and 
g(B,A) are the same. Combining (4), (8), and (9) gives 
PROPOSITION 3. Let A, B E Mm,, be given. The spherical distance 
between the graphs of A and B is given by 
dsph(r(A),r(B)) = J2[1 - ~nMA>B))l. (10) 
In the special case B = 0, (10) becomes 
c&,h(r(A), r(o)) = &[I - a,(g(A,O))l = J2[1 - an(1 + A*A)-“2] 
as noted by Faghih-Habibi [4]. 
3. PROJECTION DISTANCES 
Continuing with the notation in the preceding section, we consider the 
orthogonal projections 
onto the respective subspaces Hi and H2 of C:“. For any norm ]] 11 on Mk, 
the projection distance 
d(H1, Hz; II II) = IIKY~ - Gz II (13) 
is a metric on the set of all subspaces of @. 
When dim HI = dim Hz = n, it follows from the C-S decomposition that 
the k singular values of IIH~ - IIH~ are 
each with multiplicity 2, and 0 with multiplicity k - 2 min{k -n, n}. More- 
over, the n - min{k - n, n} largest singular values of UiUi are all 1; see 
Theorems 5.2 and 5.5 of [8]. Because we can compute the singular values 
of IIH1 - II&, it is natural to focus on unitarily invariant norms in (13). 
In the special case that HI and Hz are the graphs of A and B, respec- 
tively, these observations give 
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PROPOSITION 4. Let A, B E Mm,, be given. The m+n singular values 
of 
rI r(A) - b(B) (15) 
are 
J1 - ~:(dA> B)), d=%i6%, . , 
J 1 - ~~+l-rnin~rn,n)(g(A,B)), (‘6) 
each with multiplicity 2, and 0 with multiplicity Irn - n1. The n - min{m, n} 
largest singular values of g(A, B) are all 1. 
For any given norm 11 11 on IL&+~. 
W(A),r(B); 11 Ii) = I/b(A) - &~B)II (17) 
gives a projection distance between the graphs of A and B. When the given 
norm is unitarily invariant, Von Neumann’s theorem (Theorem 7.4.24 in [6] 
and Chapter 3 of [7]) tells us how to use the singular values of &-(A) -Hr(B) 
and the symmetric gauge function associated with the norm to compute 
the projection distance between the graphs of A and B. 
For a given X E Mn, recall that the spectral norm is lllX[jlz E cl(X), 
the Frobenius norm is l/Xll~ E J of(X) -t .. + o:(X) = v%????, and 
the trace norm is llXiltr = ol(X)+...+a,(X). The squares of the singular 
values of g(A, B) are the eigenvalues of 
d4 @*d-4 B) 
= (I + B*B)-l”(I + B*A)(I + A*A)-‘(I + A*B)(I + B*B)-1’2, 
which is similar [via (I + B*B)li2] to 
G(A, B) 5 (I + B*B)-‘(I + B*A)(I + A*A)-l(I + A’B) E M,, (18) 
whose eigenvalues are also the squares of the singular values of g(A, B). 
Using Proposition 4, it is easy t,o verify the three examples in (19)-(21). 
COROLLARY~. LetA,B E 
W(A)> r(B); Ill 
d(r(A)>r(B); II 
Mn be given. Then 
. llld = d1 - 4MA,B)), (19) 
IIF) = dztr[l- G(A, B)], (20) 
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min{m,n} 
W’(A),r(B); II lltr) = 2 c 1 - &-,MA B)) 
z=l 
= 2 2 1 - &-,W% B)). (21) 
i=l 
The projection distance in (19) is termed the gap between l?(A) and 
F(B) (Chapter 13 of [5]). In the special case B = 0, (19) becomes 
W’(A), r(o); Ill 1112) = d1 - d(s(A, 0)) = 
ffl(A) 
JKqq’ 
as noted by Faghih-Habibi [3]. 
4. DISTANCE-PRESERVING TRANSFORMATIONS 
In this section, we are interested in studying transformations T: Mm,, -+ 
Mrrl., such that 
dist(l?(T(A)), I’(T(B))) = dist(F(A), r(B)) 
for all A, B E Mm,,, (22) 
where dist(., .) is a given metric on the set of n-dimensional subspaces of 
Cm+n . Since the matrix 
g(A, B) = (I + A*A)-1’2(1 + A*B)(I + B*B)-1’2 (23) 
plays a key role in many measures of distance between the graphs of A and 
B, it. is useful to list some of its basic properties. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let A, B E M,,, be given. Then: 
All the singular values of g(A, B) are between 0 and 1. 
a,(g(-‘LB)) = 9 T d 2 an only if -1 is an eigenualue of A* B. 
a,(g(A, B)) = 1 $ and only if A = B. 
Let U E Mm and V E M, be unitary. Then each of the following 
pairs has the same singular values: 
(i) g(UAV, B) and g(A, U*BV*), and 
(ii) g(UAV, UBV) and g(A, B). 
All of the following have the same singular values: g(A, B), g(B, A), -- 
and g(A, B). 
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If m # n, augment A an,d B with ]m - n columns or rows of zeroes 
on the right or bottom to form square m.atrices A, t3 E Mmax{m,n~. 
The n smallest singular values of g(A, B) and g(d, B) are the same. 
The n smallest singular values of all of the following are the same: 
q(A, B), g(A*, B’), and g(AT, BT). 
If m = n and A and B are nonsingular, then g(A, B) and g(A-l, B-‘) 
have the same singular values. 
Proof. The assertion in (a) follows from (5) and the construction (8), 
while (b) is immediate from (23). 
If A = B, then g(A, B) = I, so all its singular values are 1. Conversely, 
if a,(g(A, B)) = 1 then all the singular values of g(A, B) are 1 and g(A, B) 
is unitary, so 
g(A, B)-’ = (I + B*B)“‘(I + A*B)-‘(I + A*A)1’2 
= (I + B*B)-1’2(I + B*A)(I + A*A)-1’2 
= g(A, B)” 
and hence 
(I + B*B)(I + A*B)-1 = (I + B*A)(I + A*A)-l. 
After substituting a” = A + C into this identity, a coiiipiitatioii reveals that 
C*[1- A(I + A*A)-lA*]C = 0. 
Since I-A(I+A*A)-lA* is positive definite, we conclude that C = 0 and 
(c) is proved. 
One computes easily that for unitary U and V, g(UAV, B) = V*g(A, 
U*BV*)V, from which (d) follows. 
The assertions in (e) follow from the fact that X, X”, and x have the 
same singular values for every X E M,. If m > n, verify that 
d-4.13)= 
If m < n, verify that g(d,B) = g(A, B). In both cases, the n smallest 
singular values of g(d, B) and g(A, B) are the same. 
To prove (g), the construction in (f) ensures that it is sufficient to assume 
that m = n and to prove that g(A, B) and g(A*, B*) have the same sin- 
gular values. Let A = V,C,W; and B = VaC2W. be singular-value de- 
compositions, so VI, WI, V2, W2 E Mn are unitary and Cl, & E Mn are 
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nonnegative diagonal matrices. Define W E WTWr and V E V; VI. A 
short computation reveals that g(A, B)*g(A, B) is similar to 
Gr = (I + C;)-‘(W + &V&)(1 + Cf)-‘(W’ + C1V*C2) (24) 
and that g(A*, B*)*g(A*, B’) is similar to 
Gz f (I + C;)-‘(V + CzWCl)(I + Cf)-‘(V* + &W*&). (25) 
We shall show that Gr and Gz have the same eigenvalues. An identity 
that is useful for this purpose is 
(1+x?)_‘= (I+cT-C:)(I+cT)-l=I-C:(I+C:)-’ 
=I-cr(I+c~)-lcl 
and we note that Cr commutes with (I + CT)-‘. Now compute the char- 
acteristic polynomial of Gr in (24): 
det(t1 - Gr) 
= det[tl - (I + Ci)-‘(W + &VC1)(1+ C:)-‘(W* + C1V*&)] 
=det(l+C~)-ldet[t(l+C$ -W(I+C~)-lW’ 
- W(I + c:)-1c1v*c2 - &V&(1 + CT)-‘w* 
- czvcr (I + c:)-‘c1v*c2] 
= det(tI- (I + Cz)-“” {WII-~r(I+c:)-lc$V* 
+ W(I + ~:)-1crv*c2 + C2VCr(I + x4)-‘w* 
+C:!V[I- (I+~~)-‘]v*C,}(I+C;)-1’2) 
= det{ (t - 1)I + (I + Cz)-“” [WCr (I + C~)-lErW* 
+ &V(I + cf)-%*c2 - W(I + c~)-‘crv’c2 
-c2vcr(1+ c:)-1W*](I+c;)-1’2} 
= det[(t - 1)1 + XX*], 
where 
x E (I + c;) -1’2(Wcr - C,V)(I + x:)-l” 
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Since XX’ and X*X have the same eigenvalues, so do XI + XX’ and 
XI + X*X for any scalar X. Thus, we have 
det[(t - 1)1 + XX*] = det[(t - 1)1 + X*X]. 
Reversing the steps of the preceding computations reveals that 
det[(t - 1)I + X*X] = det(tI- Ga) 
and hence the eigenvalues of Gr and Gz are the same. Since all the eigen- 
values of Gz are nonnegative, the eigenvalues of Gz and Ga are the same 
and the original assertion about g(A*, B*) is verified. 
The assertion in (g) about g(AT,BT) follows from (e): The n smallest 
singular values of g(A*, B’) and g(z*,B*) = ,9(AT, BT) are the same. 
To prove (h), compute 
G(A-l, B-l) 
= [B-*(B*B + I)B-l]-lB-*(B*il + I)A-’ 
x [A-*(A*A + I)A-‘I-‘[A-*(A*B + I)B-‘1 
= B[(I + B*B)-l(I + B*A)(I + A*A)-‘(I + A*B)]B-I 
= BG(A, B)B-l. 
The conclusion is that G(A, B) and G(A-‘, B-‘) are similar, so they have 
the same eigenvalues. W 
Because (10) and (16) show how the singular values of g(A, B) determine 
the spherical distance and projection distances (with respect to a unitarily 
invariant norm) between r(A) and l?(B), the five assertions in the follow- 
ing corollary are immediate consequences of Proposition 6(c), (d), (e), (g), 
and (h). 
COROLLARY 7. Let the metric dist(., .) on the set of n-dimension,al 
subspaces of C m+n be the spherical distance (3) or a projection distance 
(13) with respect to a unitarily anvariant norm on Mm+,. Let A, B E Mm., 
be given. Then: 
(a) dist(l?(A),I’(B)) = 0 2f and only if A = B. 
(b) dist(r(UAV),lY(UBV)) = dist(r(A),T(B)) for every unitaq U E 
Mm, V E Mn. 
(c) dist(r(z), r(B)) = dist(r(A), r(B)). 
If, in addition, m = n, then 
(d) dist(r(A*),r(B*)) = dist(r(AT), r(BT)) = dist(r(A), r(B)). 
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If, in addition, A and B are nonsingular, then 
(e) dist(I’(A-‘), r(B-l)) = dist(I’(A), r(B)). 
We now determine the structure of the linear and real linear operators 
on Mm,, that satisfy (22). 
PROPOSITION 8. Let the metric dist(., .) on the set of n-dimensional 
subspaces of Cmfn be the spherical distance (3) or a projection distance 
(13) with respect to a unitarily invariant norm on Mm+n. Let T : Mm,, + 
M m,n be a given function. 
(1) T is real linear and satisfies (22) if and only if there exist unitary 
U E Mm, V E Mn such that either 
(a) T(X) = UXV for all X E M,,, or T(X) = UXV for all 
X E Mm,,, or 
(b) m = n and T(X) = UXTV for all X E Mm,, orT(X) = UX*V 
for all X E Mm?,. 
(2) T is linear and satisfies (22) if and only if there exist unitary U E 
Mm, V E Mn such that either 
(c) T(X) = UXV for all X E M,,,, or 
(d) m = n and T(X) = UXTV for all X E M,,,. 
Proof. Corollary 7(b))(d) ensure that T satisfies (22) if it is any of 
the functions described in (a)-(d). C onversely, suppose T satisfies (22). If 
T(A) = T(B), then r(T(A)) = r(T(B)) and 
0 = dist(l?(T(A)), r(T(B))) = dist(I’(A), r(B)). 
It follows from Corollary 7(a) that A = B, so the function T is one-to-one. 
The group H of one-to-one real linear operators on Em,, satisfying (22) 
contains the group K generated by the operator X + X and the operators 
of the form X + UXV for some unitary U E Mm, V E M,. By a slight 
modification of the results in [2] ( see also Propositions 2.1 and 2.4 in [I]), 
we see that H is just the group K itself, or is generated by K and the 
transpose operator if m = 72. 
The assertions in the linear case now follow from the real linear case 
by excluding the nonlinear forms in (a) and (b). Alternatively, observe 
that the group H of one-to-one linear operators on M,,, that satisfy (22) 
contains the group K of all operators of the form (c). By Theorem 6.1 of 
[2], there are only a limited number of possibilities for H. Using the given 
forms of dist(., .), one checks easily that H is either the group K itself, or 
is generated by K and the transpose operator if m = n. n 
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5. SOME INEQUALITIES 
Several inequalities and their cases of equality are available for the two 
gap metrics. 
PROPOSITION 9. Let A, B E Mm,, be given. Then: 
(4 
(b) 
One has 
0 I d+(r(A),r(B)) I fi and 0 5 W’(A),r(B); 111 . 111~) I 1. 
In each case, equality holds on the left if and only if A = B, and 
equality holds on the right if and only if -1 is an eigenvalue of A’B. 
One has 
W(A),r(B); //I . 1112) I dsph(r(A),r(B)) 
I ~WW), r(B); Ill . lll2). (26) 
Equality holds on the left if and only if A = B. Equality holds on 
the right if and only if either A = B or -1 is an eigenvalue of A*B. 
Proof. Only the assertions in (b) are not immediate from Proposition 
6. If we set t = an(g(A, B)), then (26) is equivalent to checking that 
l-t2<2(1-t)<2(1-t)(1+t)=2(1-t2), o<t<1, 
with equality on the left only when t = 1 and equality on the right only 
when t = 0 or t = 1. n 
Because every unitarily invariant norm II II on Mm,n is a monotone, 
permutation-invariant norm of the vector of singular values of its argument, 
for any X E Mm,, we have the bounds 
l/lXll/z II-WI = II~I(WE~III 5 llxll = 11 mien’&+ 
min{m,n} 
I c ~,(X)IIEizII = llXlltrll~~~ll, 
1=1 
where Eti E Mm>, has the entry 1 in position (i,i) and zeros elsewhere. 
Applying these bounds to (17) gives 
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PROPOSITION 10. Let 11 . 11 be a given unitarily invariant norm on 
M m+n, and let El1 E Mm+n have the entry 1 in position (1,l) and ze- 
ros elsewhere. Then 
IlEllll W(A),r(B); III 1112) 5 W(A),r(B); II . II) 
5 IlEllll W(A), r(B); II Iltr). 
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